
Looking to save precious time & money? 
Professional organizer Rachel Rosenthal 
shares simple and affordable 
storage strategies guaranteed 
to help you breeze through 
laundry day!

Get the look: Lavish Home White 
Slim Storage, $19, HomeDepot.com

Fold-and-go in a flash 
“I like to keep an oversize tote 
handy in my laundry room to use 
as a ‘catching zone’ when clothes 
come out of the dryer,” says 
Rosenthal. “These lightweight totes 
make it easy to carry clean laundry 
between rooms, and they collapse 
for storage.” One we like: Twill 
Laundry Tote, $20, Amazon.com 

Cure laundry room  chaos!
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The secret to conquering linen-closet chaos, according to 
Rosenthal: “Finding homes for items and adding labels, so  
everything is easy to find.” To do: Simply stick pieces of  
masking tape or colorful washi tape on each shelf and use a  
black marker to label it, then stack linens accordingly. 

Delicates, whites, darks…sorting is a pain! To the rescue: a 3-bin 
hamper (like the 3-Bin Laundry Sorter, $60, ContainerStore.com). 
Separate clothes as you undress, then roll the cart to the laundry 
room on wash day. Tip: To nix hamper odors, toss a silica gel packet 
into each bin. The packets soak up odor-causing moisture on wet 
towels or workout gear. Remove before you do the laundry. 

Prevent linen-closet pileups  
with an easy-to-read labeling system

Sort clothes in seconds
with a spacious rolling hamper 
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Store more in this
Outsmart an awkward gap 
between appliances with a 
skinny set of drawers that 
makes your space more effi-
cient, says Rosenthal. Stash 
smaller must-haves, like dryer 
sheets and stain sticks, inside.

Utilize vertical 
real estate 
“Laundry rooms get a lot 
of foot traffic, so it’s key 
for this small but mighty 
space to be functional,” 
says Rosenthal. Her 
advice? Take advantage 
of the room’s vertical 
real estate and add tall 
units like a laundry valet 
(to help with stowing and 
sorting) or hang a shoe 
pocket organizer to store 
lint removers, starch and 
other laundry essentials.

For more tips, follow @RachelOrganizes 
on Instagram or visit Rachel-Company.com

Create a 
“countertop”
No cabinets above the 
washer and dryer? 
Rosenthal suggests 
hanging a pair of wooden 
shelves as a low-cost 
alternative. “These 
shelves will store about 
as much as a cabinet 
and they’ll free up space 
on top of appliances, 
giving you a ‘counter’ for 
folding and pre-treating.” 


